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Abstract:As the time ate up for the loosening of the bolt 

manually requires greater time and reduces thecharge of 

production. The Automation is finished. It saves a whole 

lot of time and additionally will increase the rate 

ofproduction. The manual loosening of fundamental 

bearing bolt and cap isn't always most effective a time-

eatingthe technique, however, it's also quite tedious and 

susceptible to human errors.Hence automation is 

completed to reducethe errors. The Automation of Main 

Bearing Bolt and Cap loosening reduces the component 

harm andwill increase the efficiency of the product. The 

thread chip-off and operator mistakes also are 

decreased.And also the requirement of skilled technician is 

reduced, which mechanically reduces the timeate up for 

various allowances. 

Keywords-Automobile crankshaft assembly, automobile 

bolt design, crankshaft assembly 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Like pistons and piston rings, connectingrods, bearings, 

and valves are used in areas of theengine that demand close 

fits. Due to high temperatures,however, some clearance 

must be allowedfor part expansion. While there are 

differencesbetween makes of engines, maintenance of 

therods, bearings, and valves is much the same for 

all.Special attention must be given to four-cycleengines 

because they contain more parts thatrequire service. Rod 

and bearing service is thesame for both two-cycle and four-

cycle types. 

The connecting rod attaches the piston to thecrankshaft. 

The upper end of the connecting rodhas a hole through 

which the piston pin is passed.The lower end contains a 

large bearing that fitsaround the crankshaft journal.The 

lower end of the connecting rod isusually split when 

friction bearings are used.Friction bearings use smooth, 

sliding surfaces toreduce friction between moving parts. 

The place atwhich the halves separate is called the parting 

line. 

 

Figure.1. Connecting rod attaches piston tocrankshaft. 

Bearings are used at both ends of rod toreduce friction 

The crankshaft converts the reciprocating(back and forth) 

motion of the piston into rotary(circular) motion. It 

transmits engine torque to apulley or gear, so that some 

object may be drivenby the engine. The crankshaft also 

drives thecamshaft (on four-cycle engines), supports the 

flywheel, and, in many engines, operates the 

ignitionsystem.Crankshafts can be made of cast or 

dropforged steel. One-piece and multi-piece crankshafts 

are used. Figure.2 shows a typicalone-piece small engine 

crankshaft.  

 

Figure.2 Single-piece crankshafts are most popular in small 

gasoline engine applications 
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With friction bearings, a thrust surface on theshaft rubs 

against a similar surface on thecrankcase. A precision 

insert main bearing mayhave a thrust flange for the crank 

to rub against. Insome applications, a bronze thrust washer 

is used.Clearances will vary with engine type,design, and 

use. Bearing and thrust surface clearances are critical. They 

must be held to exact tolerances as recommended by the 

manufacturer.Figure.3 illustrates the method of measuring 

the bearing surfaces on a crankshaft with amicrometer. A 

measurement must be taken in atleast two positions 90° to 

each other. If any of thedimensions are smaller than 

specified, or if thereare any score marks, the bearing 

surfaces shouldbe reground. Basically, wear and taper 

should notexceed .001″ 

 

Figure.3A micrometer is required to accuratelymeasure 

bearing surface diameter on a crankshaft 

II. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME 

In Engine plant all operations are done by Automation 

Process. But the Main Bearing Bolt and Caploosening is 

done manually. As it (The Bolt and Cap loosening) is done 

manually as shown in the figure1.There are various 

problems that occurs, moreover it is not completely 

reliable as there are chances ofhuman errors due to fatigue 

and other factors and also the time consumed on the 

process is more[4]. HenceAutomation is done. 

 

Quality:The manual operation affects the quality in the 

form of part damage and thread chip-off in bolt. This is 

dueto the loosening of the bolt in main bearing cap. 

Ergonomics:Ergonomics is said to be relationship between 

men and machine during manual operation. The 

ergonomicsis affected due to human fatigue, operational 

errors and the time consumed for various allowances. 

Scrap:Scrap is also increased during manual operation and 

it causes Bolt damage and thread chip off and it leadsto 

increase in burr. 

 
Figure.4 Methodology[12] 

 

It works under Hydro-Pneumatic stress.The block is input 

to the conveyor by means of the choose and place 

roboticand the block moves to the diverse sections via the 

conveyor. In the main bearing bolt and caploosening 

consultation, the block is raised and the bolt and cap are 

loosened via the hydro-pneumatic gadget[7].Itroutinely 

loosens the principle bearing nut and cap inside the 

cylinder block and additionally, it's far sensed routinely by 

way ofthe sensor. And it's miles include 10 spindles and 

every spindle operates simultaneously for bolt loosening 

[9].And it's miles inclusive of five clamps for loosening the 

main bearing cap. It takes best much less time for the 

operation.When in comparison to manual operation time. 

 

It works under Hydro-Pneumatic stress.The block is 

entered to the conveyor by way of the choose and location 

robotand the block moves to the numerous sections thru 

the conveyor. In the primary bearing bolt and caploosening 

session the block is raised and the bolt and cap are 

loosened by using the hydro-pneumatic machine[7]. 
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Figure.5  front view of automation of main bearing bolt 

and cap loosening machine[12] 

 

Itroutinely loosens the main bearing nut and cap within the 

cylinder block and also it is sensed routinely by means 

ofthe sensor. And it far encompasses 10 spindles and every 

spindle operates concurrently for bolt loosening [9].And 

it's miles which include 5clamps for loosening the principle 

bearing cap. It takes most effective less time for the 

operation.When compared to guide operation time. 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Assuming the top frame as a Fixed Beam which has 

uniform distributed load about 2500kg and the loadgets 

equally distributed. 

i) To find self weightSelf weight = density* 

volumeVolume=1350*(140*95-120*95) =5805cm³ 

Density = 7.85 gm/cc for A36 Steel bar 

Therefore, self weight = 5805*7.85=45.56*10³ gm 

ii) To find Maximum Deflection Y max: 

Ymax = WL³/384EI 

= (1250+45.56)*9.81*1070³/(384*2*10³*578.4*10³)= 0.09 

mm 

iii) To find maximum bending momentM max= WL/24 

= ((1250+4556)*9.81*1070)/24 

= 506.63 Nm 

Force=Torque/distanceTorque required for loosening the 

Bolt in main bearing cap so, torque about 5 to 6 kgfmIn 

this torque formula we find the force value: We considered 

the torque value is 5.5 kgfmForce =5.5/ (0.01) = 5393.66 N 

 

Figure.6 Bolt loosening Machine view[12] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Success complete implementation of Main Bearing Bolt 

and Cap loosening gadget ended in transformationfrom 

manual processing to automatic processing, hence doing 

away with the workmen’s fatigue. Theachievements at the 

implementation of the principle bearing bolt and cap 

loosening system can improves typical efficiency,avoid 

scrap and burr Avoid component harm. Thus the existences 

of major bearing bolt and cap loosening system turns up 

the records friendlier tobetter standards. 
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